VII. Secret Society
-"Look in the Eye of the Illuminati" by Chung Sze Lok -"Codes to Freedom -Language of Fugitive Slaves" by Li Chi Him *************************************************************************** Li Chi Him -to study cryptography in the spying specialty from both a historical and modern vantage point.
Front Cover

Decoding subliminal messages in advertisements: Application of linguistic steganography on ads (Pang Karman)
-to study hidden messages in advertisements by analyzing both the graphical and textual discourses illustrated in commercials.
Codes in Crisis
This section primarily deals with codes related to warfare and times of crisis.
Counter intelligent Intelligence Communication: The Navajo Code
(Yip Ho Yan) -to compare Navajo with English and explore the thoery of universal grammar and structuredness through the lens of Navajo code.
Codes to Freedom -Language of Fugitive Slaves (Li Chi Him)
-to examine the secret codes that pervade and sustain the Underground Railroad, which was a cross-states network of escape routes established to for slaves in 19 th -century U.S..
Wartime Cryptography, Applications and Impacts in WWII and in a potential
Crypto War -to explore WWII cryptography, how such cryptography carries over to the contemporary political scene, and how it may pave the way for potential crypto wars. 
Codes in Oblivion
Back Matter
5.1 A brief coda to the multidisciplinary role played by secret codes and languages in the global linguistic landscape. 5.2 Afterword ***************************************************************************
Wong Cheuk Yu
Proposal for Exploring the World of Secret Codes and Hidden Messages
The special issue aims to gather studies of secret languages deployed by people of different time or identity in their communication. The general characteristics of the secret codes would be explored with questions to ponder including what makes them secret codes in the first place and how they could be decoded, and the greater implication of the studied paradigm of secret communication to us.
It is proposed that papers received from the 10 prospective contributors upon deadline for submission be organized and arranged into titled sections of Supernatural and Extraterrestrial Scripts (with two sub sections, which are Divine Communication in Religion and Telepathy Communication), Ancient/Lost Languages and Civilizations, Clandestine Underground Societies and Organizations, Practical Usage in Politics and Warfare (with three sub sections, which are Application in Historic Warfare, Usage in Historic Spy Tactics and Usage in Modern Aviation) and Everyday Life Culture and Media. The suggested titles endeavor to cover extensively the possible areas that the received papers may fall into in their exploration of the world of Secret Codes and Hidden Messages. Section titles initiated are be sorted according to a chronological historical order from the earlier biblical literary work, to undeciphered scripts of ancient civilizations, to the internal communication of secrecy within societies and organizations, and finally entering the more contemporary modern era discussing practical usage of secret languages in politics and warfare communication and application of secret codes in the advertisements we confront every day. It is hoped that an organized overview of the whole course of history and development of secret languages could be presented, allowing us insight on how secret languages naturally happened in the first place and continue their influence at the present. ***************************************************************************
Seunghee Park
Special Issue *************************************************************************** Ho Chun Cheong ***************************************************************************
Chan Wai Ki
Special Issue Journal 
